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Abstract—Quantitative measurements of the progression (or regression) of carotid plaque burden are important
in monitoring patients and evaluating new treatment options. We previously developed a quantitative metric to
analyze changes in carotid plaque morphology from 3-D ultrasound (US) on a point-by-point basis. This method
requires multiple segmentations of the arterial wall and lumen boundaries to obtain the local standard deviation
(SD) of vessel-wall-plus-plaque thickness (VWT) so that t-tests could be used to determine whether a change in
VWT is statistically significant. However, the requirement for multiple segmentations makes clinical trials labo-
rious and time-consuming. Therefore, this study was designed to establish the relationship between local segmen-
tation SD and local signal difference on the arterial wall and lumen boundaries. We propose metrics to quantify
segmentation SD and signal difference on a point-by-point basis, and studied whether the signal difference at arte-
rial wall or lumen boundaries could be used to predict local segmentation SD. The ability to predict the local
segmentation SD could eliminate the need of repeated segmentations of a 2-D transverse image to obtain the local
segmentation standard deviation, thereby making clinical trials less laborious and saving time. Six subjects
involved in this study were associated with different degrees of atherosclerosis: three carotid stenosis subjects
with mean plaque area .3 cm2 and .60% carotid stenosis were involved in a clinical study evaluating the effect
of atorvastatin, a cholesterol-lowering and plaque-stabilizing drug; and three subjects with carotid plaque
area .0.5 cm2 were subjects with moderate atherosclerosis. Our results suggest that when local signal difference
is higher than 8 greyscale value (GSV), the local segmentation SD stabilizes at 0.05 mm and is thus predictable. This
information provides a target value of local signal difference on the arterial boundaries that should be achieved to
obtain an accurate prediction of local segmentation SD. (E-mail: bcychiu@alumni.uwo.ca) � 2010 World Feder-
ation for Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology.
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INTRODUCTION

Atherosclerosis at the carotid bifurcation is a major

source of emboli, including platelet aggregates or athero-

matous debris. These represent a substantial proportion of

ischemic stroke, which constitutes 88% of all strokes

reported in the United States (Thom et al. 2006). Most

strokes associated with carotid atherosclerotic disease

can be prevented by lifestyle/dietary changes, medical

and surgical treatment (Gorelick 1994; Spence 2007).

Improved identification of patients who are at risk and
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sensitive techniques for monitoring of carotid plaque

changes in response to therapy are especially important,

with the advent of improved strategies to treat atheroscle-

rosis (Salonen et al. 2003; Spence et al. 2005; Toole et al.

2004).

Carotid intima-media thickness (IMT) has been

widely recognized as a surrogate measure of atheroscle-

rosis and a strong predictor for future cerebrovascular

events (O’Leary et al. 1999; Bots et al. 1997; Bots and

Grobbee 2002). However, because the resolution of

carotid ultrasound is only about 0.3 mm, whereas the

rate of change of carotid IMT is typically much smaller

(0.01 to 0.03 mm/y), a large number of subjects in each

treatment arm should be seen as statistically significant

between different treatment arms in randomized clinical
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trials (O’Leary and Polak 2002). Plaque area and volume

quantification using 3-D ultrasound (3D US) have

recently been introduced as two sensitive measures of pla-

que change (Barnett et al. 1997; Fenster et al. 2004). 3D

US is a reproducible noninvasive imaging technique that

allows direct plaque visualization and precise measure-

ments of plaque burden (Fenster et al. 2006; Landry

et al. 2005; Egger et al. 2007, 2008). These measurements

provide important information for managing and moni-

toring patients, as well as in evaluating the effect of new

treatment options for patients with atherosclerosis

(Schminke et al. 2002; Ainsworth et al. 2005). Segmenta-

tion of carotid arterial wall and lumen is crucial in the

quantification of vessel wall or plaque burden (Egger

et al. 2007, 2008). Unfortunately, segmentation of US

images is prone to observer variability because of speckle,

shadowing and noise (Mao et al. 2000), limiting the broad

application of these methods and measurements. To

broaden the general use and clinical applicability of 3D

US measurements of atherosclerosis, an objective metric

of segmentation variability is required. However, few

studies have evaluated segmentation variability (Chalana

and Kim 1997; Fenster and Chiu 2005), and fewer yet

have considered the segmentation variability at a point

or a small region on the boundary (i.e., the local segmen-

tation standard deviation [SD]).

We recently reported the development of a localized

metric to quantify plaque thickness change on a point-by-

point basis (Chiu et al. 2006, 2008b). In this study, two 3D

US images were obtained from each patient at two time

points.

To perform statistical tests to determine whether

the local thickness change is statistically significant, the

local SD of vessel-wall-plus-plaque thickness (VWT) is

required. The SD of VWT was computed from the local

segmentation SD of the wall and lumen boundaries. Using

our algorithm, the computation of local segmentation SD

of a boundary required repeated manual segmentations of

a boundary (either the wall or the lumen boundary). How-

ever, repeated manual segmentations of arterial wall and

lumen boundaries were laborious and time-consuming,

limiting the utility and practicability of this approach.

Thomas et al. (2001, 2003) have investigated the

relationship between operator variability and signal-

difference-to-noise ratio (SDNR) in the segmentation of

magnetic resonance (MR) images. They segmented each

of the wall and lumen using a semi-automated technique

multiple times. They computed the average radius for

each contour at each segmentation and quantified operator

segmentation variability by computing the SD of the

average radius. The contrast of the interfaces (i.e., inner

wall–blood interface in lumen segmentation and tissue–

outer wall interface in wall segmentation) was quantified

objectively by SDNR, which was calculated by
subtracting the mean pixel value of a small region outside

the boundary from that of a small region inside the

boundary and dividing the result by the SD of pixel values

in the blood-core region. They reported that there was an

inverse relationship between operator segmentation vari-

ability and SDNR, and that the SD of average radius stays

constant at about 0.05 mm when SDNR .3 (Thomas et al.

2001). Although SD of average radius and SDNR are not

localized and provided only a single-valued measure for

operator variability and interface contrast for each slice,

respectively, the study by Thomas et al. (2001) suggested

that segmentation variability may be predicted from the

signal difference at the interface to be segmented, when

the signal difference is greater than a certain threshold.

We hypothesize a similar relationship between the local,

point-by-point segmentation SD and signal difference on

the boundary. If this hypothesis is true, we would be able

to determine a threshold value of local signal difference,

which, if exceeded, would result in a constant (i.e., predict-

able) local segmentation SD. Accurate estimation of local

segmentation SD thus achieved would make it unnecessary

to segment the arterial boundaries multiple times before

determining whether an observed change in plaque thick-

ness is statistically significant (Chiu et al. 2006, 2008b),

making a routine utility of plaque quantification less

time-consuming and tedious.

Therefore, the goals of this study are twofold: The

first is to identify the relationship between local segmen-

tation SD and local signal difference, both computed on

a point-by-point basis on the arterial wall and lumen

boundaries. Local segmentation SD was computed using

our previously reported technique (Chiu et al. 2006,

2008b). The local signal difference quantifies the contrast

perpendicular to edge contours, and was computed by

filtering carotid US images with the Gabor filter bank.

The second goal is to determine the threshold of local

signal difference, which, if exceeded, would result in

a constant (i.e., predictable) local segmentation SD. This

threshold could then serve as a target value that US acqui-

sition protocols would attain to allow an accurate predic-

tion of local segmentation SD.
MATERIALS AND METHOD

Study subjects
Six subjects were evaluated in this study. Three

subjects (male, ages 62, 62 and 76 y) with moderate

atherosclerosis were previously enrolled, recruited and

evaluated in an interscan vessel–wall-volume reproduc-

ibility study (Egger et al. 2007). The remaining three

subjects (female, ages 63 and 81 y; and male, age 64 y)

participated in a clinical study focused on the effect of ator-

vastatin (Ainsworth et al. 2005). They were asymptomatic

with carotid stenosis .60% (according to the carotid
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Doppler flow velocities), and received 80 mg of atorvasta-

tin daily in the randomized placebo-controlled study of

intensive statin treatment. All subjects were recruited

from The Premature Atherosclerosis Clinic and The Stroke

Prevention Clinic at University Hospital (London Health

Sciences Centre, London, ON, Canada) and the Stroke

Prevention and Atherosclerosis Research Centre (Robarts

Research Institute, London, ON, Canada). All subjects

provided written informed consent to the study protocol,

which was approved by The University of Western Ontario

Standing Board of Human Research Ethics.
Fig. 1. Schematic of segmentation method. The 3D US images
were resliced at 3-mm intervals by transverse planes that were
perpendicular to the manually identified longitudinal axis, start-
ing from the plane that is 1.5 mm proximal to the bifurcation,
traversing in the upstream direction, and producing five 2-D
transverse images. Each 2-D image was repeatedly segmented

five times to evaluate the local segmentation SD.
3D US image acquisition
Our 3-D carotid US system has been described in

detail elsewhere (Fenster et al. 2001) and is summarized

here. The 3D US images were acquired by translating an

US transducer (L12-5, 50 mm, ATL-Philips, Bothell,

WA, USA) along the neck of the subject for approxi-

mately 4.0 cm, which takes approximately 8 s. The US

probe was held by a mechanical assembly, and the trans-

ducer angle was fixed to be perpendicular to the skin and

the direction of the scan for all patient scans. The video

frames from the US machine (ATL HDI 5000, ATL-

Philips) were digitized at 30 Hz, saved to a computer

workstation and reconstructed into a 3-D image (Fenster

et al. 2001, 2004; Landry and Fenster 2002; Landry

et al. 2005). The acquired 2-D images were parallel to

each other with a pixel size of 0.130.1 mm. The mean

spatial interval between adjacent 2-D images was

0.15 mm. The lateral and axial resolutions (i.e., in-plane)

were approximately 0.25 mm and the elevational resolu-

tion (i.e., out-of-plane) was approximately 1 mm. The

acquired images were transferred to the computer using

a video frame grabber. The image intensity was adjusted

using the gain, brightness and contrast settings of the

video frame grabber, according to the judgement of the so-

nographer. One 3D US image of either the right or left

carotid artery of each subject was used for analysis, giving

six 3D US images in total.
Segmentation of images
In each of the five segmentation sessions, the carotid

bifurcation was located and an axis was placed parallel to

the longitudinal axis of the common carotid artery (CCA)

(Fig. 1). The 3D US images were resliced at 3-mm intervals

by transverse planes that were perpendicular to the longitu-

dinal axis, starting from the plane that is 1.5 mm proximal

from the bifurcation, traversing in the upstream direction

and producing five 2-D transverse images. A single observer

segmented the vessel wall and lumen in each 2-D transverse

image once in each segmentation session, for five sessions

total (Egger et al. 2007, 2008). Because each image was

repeatedly segmented five times, intraobserver variability
was the only source of segmentation variability, which is

quantified using a metric described in this article.

The segmentation criteria have been described in

a previous publication (Chiu et al. 2008b) and are summa-

rized here. It has been well established that the double-line

pattern corresponds to the lumen-intima (i.e., the lumen

boundary) and the media-adventitia interfaces (i.e., the

wall boundary) in the longitudinal view of B-mode US

images. In a B-mode US image, the lumen is echolucent,

with the inner echogenic boundary representing the

lumen-intima boundary and the outer echogenic boundary

representing the media-adventitia boundary. Using 3D

US, it is possible to identify this double-line pattern in

the longitudinal view, as well as the transverse view.
Local segmentation standard deviation
With the five segmented contours obtained for the

arterial wall or lumen boundaries for a 2-D transverse

image, we applied the following two steps to obtain the

mean and SD (sseg) of the five segmented contours on

a point-by-point basis (Fig. 2). This method has been

described in detail elsewhere (Chiu et al. 2008b) and is

summarized below. These steps were applied separately

for the wall and the lumen boundaries:

(i) The symmetric correspondence algorithm (Papade-

metris et al. 2002) was used to establish corresponding

points among the five contours. Because the sym-

metric correspondence algorithm only established



Fig. 2. An example of the mean and the SD, sseg, for the cross-sectional contours of five carotid artery wall segmentations.
The five black contours represent five manual segmentations of the arterial wall, and the local segmentation SDs were
color-coded and superimposed on the mean contour. The inset figure shows an example computation of the mean and
the SD of the contours at a single point. Five correspondence points p0i

5
i51

��
are established using the symmetric correspon-

dence algorithm. The red line passing through the centroid C (black dot), with direction v!, was computed by averaging the
lines connecting C and p0i

5
i51

��
. The intersections of this average line and the five contours, pi

5
i51

��
, defines a group of

collinear correspondence points, the standard deviation of which can be readily obtained.
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correspondence between a pair of curves, it was

applied four times. One of the five contours, denoted

by Ci, was chosen to establish correspondence

mappings with the remaining four curves. Because

the arterial boundaries are smooth and approximately

circular, we chose Ci based on the circularity ratio

(CR), computed by the equation 4pA/P2, where A is

the area enclosed by the contour (in mm2) and P is

the perimeter of the contour (in mm). A circle has the

maximum CR, equaling 1. Thus, Ci was chosen to be

the curve with maximum CR among the five contours.

With the correspondence mappings established,

groups of five corresponding points result, denoted

by p0i
5
i51

��
in Fig. 2.

(ii) The centroid, C, of p0i
5
i51

��
was computed, and the

directions of the five vectors pointing from C to

p0i
5
i51

��
were averaged using the method described

in Batschelet (1981). A line pointing in this average

direction and passing through C was defined. We

define v! as a vector pointing outward from the

segmented contours, and along the direction of this

line, for reference in later sections. This line inter-

sected each of the five boundaries approximately nor-

mally, resulting in another group of five points,

pi
5
i51

��
(see Fig. 2). Because pi

5
i51

��
are collinear,

the SD of these five points can be easily obtained.
Image intensity change computed using Gabor filter bank
The Gabor filter bank was used to compute the local

signal difference (i.e., contrast) perpendicular to the edge

contour. This filter bank consists of a set of edge-detecting
filters that are oriented in different directions. This section

describes how the orientation of a filter is adjusted so that

the local signal difference perpendicular to the edge can be

detected.

The mother function of the two-dimensional Gabor

filter bank is (Mehrotra et al. 1992; Ma and Manjunath

1996) is described as:

gðx; yÞ 5

�
1

2ps2

�
exp

�
2

1

2

�
x21y2

s2

��
exp

�
j
2p

l
x

�
; (1)

which represents a 2-D Gaussian function with standard

deviation s modulated by a sinusoidal in x direction

with wavelength l.

The Gabor filter bank is made of functions of

multiple orientations, which are obtained by rotating the

mother function. Denoting the total number of orienta-

tions by K, the kth (k50, .,K 2 1) Gabor filter is

gkðx; yÞ 5 gðx cos kj 1 y sin kj;2 x sin kj 1 y cos kjÞ;
(2)

where j 5 p/K is the basic unit of rotation.

When a 2-D image I(x, y) is filtered by the Gabor

filters of different orientations, K outputs,

Fkðx; yÞ K21
k50

��
are produced:

Fkðx; yÞ5 {gk+I}ðx; yÞ for k50;. ;K21; (3)

where + represents the correlation operation. This corre-

lation operation can be understood as taking the integral

(or sum in discrete domains) of the product between the

filter kernel gk and the original image I at each pixel.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams showing the resampling procedure
in the calculation of signal difference. The Gabor filter bank
computes the Gabor features {Fkðx; yÞ}K21

k50 for each point
(x, y) of the image (K54 here). By linear interpolation, the Gabor
feature along an arbitrary direction v!, denoted by ~Fðx; yÞ, can be
calculated (see eqn (4)). The signal difference is equal to the

imaginary part of ~Fðx; yÞ. *Conjugate operation.
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The same operation can be described in terms of the

convolution operation. However, gk has to be flipped

vertically and horizontally before convolving with I
(i.e., {gk+I} 5 { bgk � I} where bgkðx; yÞ5 gkð2x;2yÞ
and * represents the convolution operation).

Each Fk has a real and an imaginary part. By appro-

priately choosing the ratio s/l in eqn (1), the real part,

Fk
Real(x, y), can be regarded as a smoothed image and

the imaginary part, Fk
Imag(x, y), as an edge map. Thus,

Fk
Imag(x, y) represents the signal difference along the

direction kj at a scale determined by s. Because eqn (1)

represents a circular Gabor filter (i.e., s is the same in

the x and y directions), Fk
Real is independent of the orien-

tation k. The domain of the orientation variable k is limited

to the range from 0 to K 2 1 because the Gabor filter

outputs have the property Fk1K(x, y)5Fk*(x, y) where

* is the conjugate operator. This result is intuitive from

the edge detection point of view, because Fk1K
Imag(x, y),

interpreted as the signal difference along the direction

(k 1 K)j 5 kj 1 p (i.e., the opposite direction of kj)

must be equal to – Fk
Imag(x, y).

Using the Gabor filters, we can obtain the signal

difference at each point (x, y) along 2K directions as

shown in Fig. 3. To obtain the signal difference along

a certain direction q(x, y) other than those 2K directions,

which we denote by ~FImagðx; yÞ (Fig. 3), we apply linear

interpolation as expressed in the following equation

(Shen et al. 2003):

~Fðx; yÞ 5 ð12bÞFk0
ðx; yÞ1bFðk011Þmod2Kðx; yÞ; (4)

where k05Pqðx; yÞ=jR and b5(q(x, y)/j) – k0. Figs. 4b–4e

show the signal differences computed for Fig. 4a along the

directions of kj 3
k50

��
where j5p/4 (i.e., K54). Note that

the signal differences along the directions of kj 7
k54

��
are

just the negative of those along the directions of kj 3
k50

��
.

Figure 4f shows the signal difference of the carotid US

image along the radial direction from the center of the

artery (i.e., q(x, y) 5 atan2(x – xcentre, y – ycentre), where

[xcentre, ycentre] is the center of the artery).

It remains now to choose the parameter s/l to opti-

mize the performance of the edge detectors. Mehrotra

et al. (1992) have evaluated the performance of the Gabor

filter–based edge detector using the measures proposed by

Canny (1986) and concluded that the best performance is

obtained when s/l51/2p, which is the value used in this

paper. With the ratio s/l specified, the Gabor filter–based

edge detector varies only with the parameter s, which

controls the scale of the Gabor filter–based edge detector.

Data analysis using two models

Model I. In this paper, we obtained the signal differ-

ence along the direction of v!, which has been defined in

Step 1 of the section ‘‘Local Segmentation Standard Devi-

ation.’’ At each segmented slice and for each of the arterial

wall and lumen boundaries, we computed the local seg-

mentation SD, sseg, and ~FImag at 72 uniformly sampled

points, with an approximately 5� interval between adja-

cent points, producing 360 ðsseg; ~FImagÞ data pairs (i.e.,
5 slices/subject 3 72 points/slice) for each subject at one

resolution. ~F was computed at three different resolutions,

with s equalling 1, 2, 3 pixels. At each resolution, the data

pairs ðsseg; ~FImagÞ obtained for the six subjects were fitted

to the following exponential model (which we denote as

Model I hereafter) using the Curve Fitting Toolbox 1.1

of MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA):

sseg 5 a exp

 
2

~FImag

t

!
1c; (5)

where a, c and t are the coefficients of the model that mini-

mize the root-mean-square error (RMSE). The exponen-

tial fitting model was chosen because its parameters

allow us to quantify two important quantities: (i) The

threshold of ~FImag, exceeding which sseg would drop

significantly. This threshold can be expressed in term of

t, the relaxation constant of the exponential fitting curve;

(ii) The steady state value of sseg, when ~FImag[t. This is

quantified by c in the exponential fitting model.

Model II. In addition to establishing the relationship

between local segmentation SD, sseg, and local signal

difference, ~FImag, using Model I, we also demonstrated

how the orientation of the edge is related to sseg and
~FImag. The signal difference on a boundary in an US image

depends on the orientation of the interface. Sections of

boundary perpendicular to the direction of the US trans-

mission produce higher signal difference, whereas

sections of the boundary parallel to the US transmission

direction produce lower signal difference (Rohling et al.



Fig. 4. Example of a carotid US image. (a) The original image (b) F0 (c) F1 (d) F2 (e) F3. The arrows in (b), (c), (d) and (e)
indicate the directions in which the signal differences were computed. (f) The signal difference along the radial direction
from the center of the artery (marked by x), obtained by linear interpolating F0, F1, F2 and F3 according to eqn (4). (b– f)

Generated using the Gabor filter bank with s55 pixels, and K54.
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1998). To visualize how the boundary orientation is

related to sseg and ~FImag, we plotted ~FImag vs. q for the

wall and the lumen segmentations, with sseg colour-coded

and superimposed on each data point. q is the angle

between v! and the x-axis (Fig. 3). Instead of fitting the

data pairs ðsseg; ~FImagÞ using Model I, we establish

a model, which we label Model II, that fits the data tuples

ðsseg; ~FImag; qÞ (i.e., the data points used in Model I and

Model II are the same, except that each data pair

ðsseg; ~FImagÞ is associated with an additional variable q

in Model II). Model II incorporates the effect of the

boundary orientation into Model I as follows:

sseg5a exp

 
2

~FImag 1 0:5~f ðqÞ
t

!
1c; (6)
where a, c and t are the coefficients of the model and ~f ðqÞ is

a weighting function dependent on the orientation angle q,

and is defined in the interval q˛ð2180+; 180+�, which attains

its maximum at –90� and 90�, and its minimum at –180�,

0� and 180�. ~f ðqÞ is used to describe how close q is from

90� or –90�, at which maximum reflection occurs (see top

left corner of Fig. 10a). We first define a scaled version of
~f ðqÞ, f(q) as follows, as a piecewise linear function (Fig. 5):

f ðqÞ5

 
q1180+

90+
2P

q1180+

90�
R

!
if P

q1180+

90+
R is even;

12

 
q1180+

90+
2P

q1180+

90+
R

!
if P

q1180+

90+
R is odd:

;

8>>>><>>>>:
(7)



Fig. 5. The sketch of f(q) as expressed mathematically in eqn 7.
f(q) is used in Model II to describe how close the orientation
angle, q, is from 90� or –90�, at which maximum reflection

occurs.
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where PxR represents the floor operation on a real number x.

The floor operation takes the maximum integer that is less

than or equal to x.

f(q) has a maximum of 1 and a minimum of 0.

However, to control the relative effects of ~FImag and
~f ðqÞ, we equate the mean of ~f ðqÞ and of ~FImag by assigning
~f ðqÞ to be a scaled version of f(q). That is:

~f ðqÞ5sf ðqÞ; (8)

where s is the ratio between the means of ~FImag and f(q).

RESULTS

Local segmentation SD
Figure 6 shows two examples of the arterial wall

segmentation from a carotid US images. The white curves

in Fig. 6a and 6c are the five manually segmented curves.

The mean curves shown in Fig. 6b and 6d were computed

from these five manually segmented curves, with sseg

colour-coded and superimposed on the mean curves.

Points with high-segmentation SD
Figure 6 demonstrates there are two cases in which

intraobserver variability is manifested. Case I: The

observer segmented a consistent boundary as shown in

Fig. 6a and 6b, although there exist small variations that

were related to how sharp or well-defined the boundary

was. Case II: For the segment labeled ‘‘Segment classified

in Case II’’ in Fig. 6c, the observer segmented different

boundaries in different segmentation sessions. In this

case, there are two prominent edges and the observer

had difficulty in deciding which of the prominent edges

is a part of the wall boundary. As a result, four of the

five segmented boundaries lie on the lower edge, and

the fifth segmentation lies on the upper edge. Since the

local signal difference was computed on the mean

boundary and the mean boundary was located between
two prominent edges in Case II, the local signal difference

computed on the mean boundary would not be related to

local segmentation SD. The occurrence of Case II was

related to image quality. Enhancement of image quality,

either by optimizing the ultrasound machine settings or

by applying image processing techniques, could reduce

the frequency of occurrence of Case II.

Because the main focus of this paper is to correlate

local segmentation SD to local signal difference in the

image, we restrict our study to Case I described above.

The differentiation between Cases I and II, as described

before, is qualitative; however, it is clear that local

segmentation SD is low in Case I and much higher in

Case II. By empirical observation of the data obtained,

we classified data points with sseg ,0.35 mm into

Case I, and those with sseg $0.35 mm into Case II. In

the following, we attempt to fit a curve to the data points

classified into Case I. All sseg data classified into Case I

are fitted using Model I (eqn (5)) and Model II (eqn

(6)). The RMSE produced by the two models will then

be compared in the following sections.

Data fitting using Model I
We combined the data obtained for the six subjects

for analysis. There were 2160 data points for each of the

arterial wall and lumen segmentations (i.e., 72 points/

slice 3 5 slices/image 3 1 image/subject 3 6 subjects).

For the wall segmentation, 2088 data points were classi-

fied into Case I (i.e., sseg ,0.35 mm) and 72 points into

Case II (i.e., sseg $0.35 mm). For the lumen segmenta-

tion, 1967 data points were classified into Case I and

193 points into Case II. Only the data points classified

into Case I were fitted to Models I and II. Column 1 and

2 of Fig. 7 show the data points and the fitted curves

(and their 95% confidence intervals) obtained for the

lumen and wall segmentations, respectively, and Column

3 shows the fitted curves with the 95% confidence inter-

vals for the lumen and wall segmentations together to

facilitate comparison. The first, second and third rows

show the results obtained at s51, 2, 3 pixel(s), respec-

tively (eqn (1)). Table 1 shows the parameters of the fitted

curves and their corresponding RMSEs.

The relationship between segmentation SD and

signal difference was similar to that described in Thomas

et al. (2001), although we used the point-by-point, local-

ized metrics for the quantification of segmentation SD

and signal difference. At all three resolutions, the local

segmentation SD for the lumen did not decrease signifi-

cantly when the signal difference, ~FImag, exceeds 3–4

greyscale value (GSV), with ~FImag on the lumen bound-

aries ranges from 0–18 GSV (Fig. 7a, 7d and 7 g). The

segmentation SD remained at about 0.05 mm, when
~FImag .4 GSV. Similar results were observed for the

wall segmentation. The SD for the wall segmentation



Fig. 6. Two examples of arterial wall segmentations. (a) and (c) show five repeated segmentations of the two transverse
carotid US images. (b) and (d) show the mean contours computed for the images shown in (a) and (b), respectively, with SD
color-coded and superimposed on the mean contours. (a) and (b) show the same 2-D transverse image, in which the
observer segmented a consistent boundary, although there were slight variations that were related to how well-defined
the boundary appeared on the image. (c) and (d) show the same 2-D image, in which the observer segmented different
boundaries for the segment labeled ‘‘Segment classified into Case II.’’ There are two prominent edges at this location.
Four of the five segmented boundaries lie on the lower edge, and the fifth segmentation lies on the upper edge. The local
segmentation SD (sseg) data that are classified in Case II are those on the contour segment labeled ‘‘Segment classified into
Case II’’. sseg data are classified into Case I otherwise. This article focuses on establishing a relationship between the signal

difference and the local segmentation SD for Case I.
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stabilized when ~FImag exceeded 6–8 GSV, with ~FImag on

the wall boundaries ranges from 0–24 GSV (Fig. 7b, 7e

and 7 h). The comparisons between the fitted curves of

the lumen and wall segmentations (Figs. 7c, 7f and 7i)

show that the curves for lumen segmentation decayed

faster than the curves for wall segmentation. This observa-

tion can be explained by the fact that the expert observer is

generally more precise in identifying a low-to-medium

intensity interface than a medium-to-high intensity inter-

face, given that the signal differences at the two interfaces

are equally small. One example is shown in Fig. 8. Blood

is usually homogeneously echolucent in an US image

(Gronholdt et al. 1998; Joakimsen et al. 1997). Because

the lumen-intima boundary is represented as a low-to-

medium intensity interface in the image (e.g., on the

bottom of the lumen boundary shown in Fig. 8), the expert
observer was able to segment the lumen-intima boundary

with less variability than when segmenting the wall-

adventitia boundary with a similar level of signal

difference.

However, Fig. 7c, 7f and 7i show that the 95% confi-

dence intervals of the fitted curves for the lumen and wall

segmentations overlap when ~FImag .8 GSV at all three

resolutions, and thus there is no statistically significant

difference between the segmentation SDs when
~FImag .8 GSV. In addition, at all three resolutions, the

fitted curves for the segmentation SD for wall and lumen

have approximately the same value at about 0.15 mm

when ~FImag 5 0 GSV. When the signal difference is

either very low (z0 GSV) or very high (.8 GSV), the

local segmentation SDs for the wall and lumen segmenta-

tions are approximately the same.



Fig. 7. The plots and the fitted data curves for the relationship between the local segmentation SD. Columns 1 (i.e., (a), (d)
and (g)) and 2 (i.e., (b), (e) and (h)) show the data points and the fitted curves (and their 95% confidence intervals) obtained
for the lumen and wall segmentations, respectively; and Column 3 (i.e., (c), (f) and (i)) shows the fitted curves for the lumen
and wall segmentations together to facilitate comparison. The first, second and third rows show the results obtained at s51,

2, 3 pixel(s), respectively.
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Signal differences were computed for three settings:

s51, 2, 3 pixel(s) (eqn (1)). Among these three settings of

s, the exponential curve fitted the SD vs. signal difference

data pairs obtained at s52 pixels with the smallest RMSE,

for both the wall and lumen segmentations. In each image

smoothed with a certain value of s, the RMSEs associated

with the wall segmentation were lower than those of the

lumen segmentation. Segmentation SD at locations with

low local signal difference is highly variable, resulting

in higher residual error (see Fig. 7). The RMSEs associ-

ated with the lumen boundaries were higher because

more boundary points were associated with low local

signal difference. However, the local signal differences

at wall boundaries spanned a wider range, and relatively

fewer number of data points were located at regions

with low local signal difference. Thus, the RMSE of the

fitted curve was lower.
Data fitting using Model II
Figure 10a and 10c show the local signal difference

vs. q graphs at s52, with sseg color-coded and superim-

posed on each data point, for the wall and lumen seg-

mentations, respectively. Figure 10b and 10d are the

corresponding local signal difference vs. f(q) graphs.

Sections of boundary perpendicular to the direction

of the US transmission produce higher signal difference

(Rohling et al. 1998). Therefore, it is not surprising to

observe that the local signal difference has two peaks at

90� and –90� in Fig. 10a and 10c. It can also be observed

that there are some data points at q near 90� or –90�

that are associated with low segmentation SD, although

located at a region with low signal difference. One

plausible explanation is that the segmentation SDs at

neighboring points are correlated, because the trained

observer outlines a continuous contour. Thus, for some



Table 1. The fitted parameters of Model I (a, c, t)

s a C t RMSE

Wall 1 0.0934 (0.0836, 0.103) 0.0541 (0.0438, 0.0643) 2.75 (2.03, 3.47) 0.0530
2 0.0963 (0.0876, 0.105) 0.0592 (0.0505, 0.0679) 3.68 (2.81, 4.55) 0.0524
3 0.0942 (0.0857, 0.103) 0.0642 (0.0561, 0.0724) 3.98 (3.02, 4.94) 0.0528

Lumen 1 0.107 (0.0855, 0.129) 0.0368 (0.0136, 0.0599) 2.84 (1.71, 3.97) 0.0617
2 0.110 (0.0936, 0.126) 0.0449 (0.0273, 0.0625) 3.21 (2.17, 4.25) 0.0609
3 0.114 (0.0914, 0.136) 0.0424 (0.0180, 0.0667) 4.64 (2.76, 6.52) 0.0617

The parameters of Model I (sseg5a expð2 ~FImag=tÞ1c) for the relationship between the local segmentation standard deviation and the signal differ-
ences obtained when s, the scale parameter of the Gabor filter, was equal to 1, 2, 3 pixel(s), and the associated RMSE. The 95% confidence intervals
of the parameters are provided in parentheses.
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points at q near 90� or –90� with low signal difference, the

segmentation SD is low because there are points in their

neighbourhood that are located at high signal difference

regions.

However, there are some points on boundary seg-

ments that are parallel to the direction of US pulse trans-

mission and are associated with a fairly high signal

difference. For example, the signal difference associated

with the segment indicated by the grey line in Fig. 9 is

fairly high; however the segmentation SD associated

with this segment is significantly higher than that of the

segment indicated by the white line, which is normal to

the direction of US transmission. It can be observed that

the echoes produced for the segment parallel to the direc-

tion of pulse transmission consist of consecutive bright

lines perpendicular to the boundary, whereas the segment

parallel to the direction of pulse transmission is discontin-

uous and gaps exist between bright regions. Thus,

although the signal difference is similar in both cases,

the segmentation SD associated with the segment parallel
Fig. 8. An US image displayed with the mean segmented
contours of the wall and the lumen. The outer and inner contours
are the mean wall and lumen boundaries, respectively, with the
local segmentation SDs color-coded and superimposed onto it.
to the direction of US transmission is significantly higher

than that of the segment normal to the direction of US

transmission.

Table 2 shows the parameters of the fitted models at

s51, 2, 3 pixels for the wall and lumen boundaries, and

the corresponding RMSEs. By comparing the values in

Tables 1 and 2, it was observed that most comments

made for Model I still hold true for Model II. However,

RMSEs of Model II are lower in all levels of s (eqn (1))

comparing with Model I, showing that orientation angle

serves as an important factor affecting the value of sseg.

Results for Group 1 and Group 2
The observations obtained so far between local

segmentation SD and local signal difference were based

on all data points obtained for six subjects. This study

involves subjects with moderate atherosclerosis (Group 1)

and more severe atherosclerosis (Group 2), affording us an

opportunity to assess whether the degree of disease

severity (measured by total plaque area and degree of

stenosis in our case) is an independent factor affecting

segmentation SD.

Figure 11a and 11b show the relationships between

the local segmentation SD of the wall contours and the

local signal difference for Groups 1 and 2, respectively.

Figure 11c and 11d show the relationships between

the local segmentation SD of the lumen contours and

the local signal difference for Groups 1 and 2, respec-

tively. These relationships were obtained at s52 (eqn

(1)). It can be observed that although images acquired

for different subjects may have different levels of local

signal difference (e.g., the images acquired for subjects

2 and 3 are associated with higher signal difference), the

relationships between local segmentation SD and local

signal difference are consistent, both when comparing

between the results generated for Groups 1 and 2 and

when comparing results between subjects.

The effect of noise
It was mentioned in the introduction that Thomas

et al. (2001, 2003) used SDNR (i.e., the ratio between

signal difference and noise) in quantifying image quality



Fig. 9. An US image is displayed with the mean segmented contour of the arterial wall, which is color-coded and with the
segmentation SD superimposed. The segment normal to the direction of US transmission (white line) appears more contin-

uous. The segment parallel to the direction of US transmission (grey line) appears discontinuous.
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at interfaces. However, local signal difference in this study

was reported without being normalized by noise. Thus, it

is important to consider whether dividing local SDNR

would reduce the RMSE of the presented models. The

noise was estimated in each image by taking the intensity

standard deviation of a region-of-interest (ROI) centered

at the centroid of the wall contour. We tested and con-

cluded that the size of the ROI is insensitive to the noise

estimation, and in this study we used a ROI with size

21321 pixel2 (i.e., z333 mm2). Figure 12 shows the

plots of SD vs. local signal difference to noise ratio

(LSDNR) for the (a) wall and (b) lumen segmentations.

The RMSEs for both sets of data are higher than the cor-

responding values in Models I and II.

Discussion on results
As stated in the introduction, the major goal of this

article is to establish the relationship between local

segmentation SD, sseg, and local signal difference,
~FImag. We fitted the ðsseg; ~FImagÞ data pairs, gathered

using the techniques introduced in this paper, using an

exponential model that we labeled Model I. In addition

to studying the relationship between local segmentation

SD and local signal difference, we studied how boundary

orientation is related to sseg. Because the contrast of the

boundary in an US image depends on the orientation of

the interface (Rohling et al. 1998), it is expected that

local signal difference and boundary orientation would

correlate. Figure 10 shows that there is a correlation

between signal difference and boundary orientation,

because signal difference attains its local maximums at

the orientation angles of –90� and 90�, corresponding

to the far-side and the near-side boundaries from the
US transducer, respectively. However, the correlation

is not strong, as demonstrated in Fig. 10b and 10d. We

have mentioned in the Results section that some data

points are associated with low segmentation SDs at q

near 90� or –90�, and their low segmentation SDs could

not be explained by their low local signal differences.

We conjectured that because the trained observer out-

lined a continuous contour, the segmentation SD of

neighboring points may be correlated. In this case, the

low segmentation SD for points at q near 90� or –90�

may be attributed to the high signal differences associ-

ated with points in their neighbourhood. For this reason,

we hypothesized that Model II (eqn (6)), which uses both

local signal difference and boundary orientation as inde-

pendent variables to predict local segmentation SD,

would have a higher predictive value than Model I.

We have validated this hypothesis by showing that the

RMSE of Model II is lower than that of Model I.

The results of our study show that when the signal

difference is low, sseg is highly variable, which is not

unexpected. On the other hand, when the signal difference

is high, sseg stabilizes at about 0.05 mm, for both the

lumen and wall segmentations. The results described

here provide a target value that an imaging acquisition

protocol should meet to allow an accurate prediction of

the local segmentation SD. An accurate prediction of local

segmentation SD allows the use of fewer number of

segmentations (ideally one), and therefore, have a signifi-

cant role in establishing feasibility for the measurement of

3D US metrics of carotid atherosclerosis in larger clinical

studies. Specifically, we demonstrated that when signal

difference is high enough (i.e., ~FImag .8 GSV in Model
I, and ~FImag 1 0:5~f ðqÞ .11 GSV in Model II), further



Fig. 10. (a), (c) Signal difference vs. q graphs for the wall and the lumen segmentations at s52. (b), (d) Signal difference
vs. f(q) graphs for the wall and the lumen segmentations at s52. Local segmentation SD, sseg, is color-coded and super-
imposed on each data point of all graphs. q represents the boundary orientation as shown in the figure at the right corner of

(a). f(q) is a weighting function dependent on q, which was defined in eqn (7).
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increase in signal difference did not reduce the local

segmentation SD significantly, for both the lumen and

wall segmentations.

Image noise is a factor that affects the local signal

difference and the segmentation SD. At the last part of

the Results section, we evaluated whether normalizing

the local signal difference by noise would reduce the

RMSE of the models described. However, it was observed

that the RMSEs of the resulting models were higher. There

are a number of possible explanations for this observation:

(i) Dividing the local signal difference with noise may not

be the best way to incorporate noise in the model. Further

studies should be done to investigate a fitting model that
Table 2. The fitted paramete

s a

Wall 1 0.1258 (0.1164, 0.1351) 0.05
2 0.1347 (0.1248, 0.1445) 0.06
3 0.1385 (0.1279, 0.1490) 0.06

Lumen 1 0.1267 (0.1077, 0.1457) 0.03
2 0.1363 (0.1199, 0.1527) 0.03
3 0.1405 (0.1195, 0.1615) 0.03

The parameters of Model II ðsseg5a expð2 ~FImag10:5~f ðqÞ
t

Þ1cÞ for the relationshi
ences obtained when s, the scale parameter of the Gabor filter, was equal to 1, 2,
parameters are provided in parentheses.
better describes image noise. (ii) In our study, noise was

estimated for each 2-D image, and was used to divide

the local signal difference at all boundary points of that

image. However, noise level may not be uniform

throughout the image. A metric that allows local estima-

tion of noise can be used to address this issue.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Precise evaluation of carotid plaque changes using

3D US requires the consideration of segmentation vari-

ability of the arterial wall and lumen. We have reported

on the development and application of a quantification
rs of Model II (a, c, t)

c t RMSE

80 (0.0504, 0.0656) 2.67 (2.14, 3.19) 0.0511
14 (0.0547, 0.0681) 3.84 (3.16, 4.51) 0.0504
48 (0.0584, 0.0711) 4.27 (3.54, 5.01) 0.0506
59 (0.0143, 0.0575) 2.99 (1.94, 4.04) 0.0607
85 (0.0196, 0.0575) 4.00 (2.77, 5.23) 0.0600
63 (0.0112, 0.0614) 5.53 (3.49, 7.58) 0.0606

p between the local segmentation standard deviation and the signal differ-
3 pixel(s), and the associated RMSE. The 95% confidence intervals of the
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Fig. 11. Relationships between local segmentation SD and local signal difference for Groups 1 and 2. (a) and (b) show the
relationships between the local segmentation SD of the wall contours and the local signal difference for Group 1 (subjects 1,
2 and 3) and Group 2 (subjects 4, 5 and 6), respectively. (c) and (d) show the relationships between the local segmentation
SD of the lumen contours and the local signal difference for Groups 1 and 2, respectively. These relationships were

obtained at s52 (eqn (1)).
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algorithm used to quantify the change of vessel wall thick-

ness on a point-by-point basis. Because the approach was

based on segmentations on transverse slices, the result on

thickness change was susceptible to segmentation vari-

ability and accuracy. Our previously published algorithm

considered the segmentation variability and was able to

determine whether the thickness change was statistically

significant (Chiu et al. 2006, 2008b). If the thickness

change was statistically significant, there was a high

probability that the change was the result of a biological

progression/regression of plaque. Although validation of

segmentation accuracy is beyond the scope of this paper,

it is important to point out that accuracy validation, espe-

cially using in vivo images, involves many issues (Cha-

lana and Kim 1997; Fenster and Chiu 2005; Chiu et al.

2008a). Our previously published algorithm (Chiu et al.

2006, 2008b) was based on manual segmentation.

Although it is prone to observer bias, the segmentation

done by a human observer is normally the most reliable,

and is usually considered as the surrogate gold standard

used to validate semiautomatic segmentation methods.

However, the use of manual segmentation may make

a larger clinical study tedious and time-consuming. Our

previously published algorithm requires manual segmen-

tation be performed multiple times for the wall and the
lumen to obtain the local intraobserver segmentation SD

required for the statistical tests of VWT-Change (Chiu

et al. 2006, 2008b). This paper takes a step towards saving

time and effort by establishing a relationship between

local segmentation SD and signal difference. We only

considered intraobserver segmentation SD in Chiu et al.

(2006, 2008b), although we acknowledged that both intra-

and interobserver segmentation variations should be taken

into account in evaluating the segmentation variability of

human observers. The use of intraobserver, instead of

interobserver, segmentation SD was important in the

development of a sensitive VWT-Change detection algo-

rithm because interobserver segmentation SD is typically

significantly higher than intraobserver segmentation SD

(Landry et al. 2005). Because our focus was in developing

a sensitive VWT-Change detection algorithm, instead of

characterizing all sources of manual segmentation vari-

ability, the incorporation of interobserver segmentation

SD was not suitable. As an enhancement to our algorithm,

our goal in this study was to provide a good estimation of

intraobserver segmentation SD based on local signal

difference, and interobserver segmentation SD was not

considered.

In this paper, we have proposed two models to

achieve the two goals we identified in the introduction.
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Fig. 12. The plots of segmentation SD vs. local signal-difference-to-noise-ratio (LSDNR) for the (a) wall and (b) lumen
segmentations.
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We used Model I to correlate local segmentation SD and

local signal difference. As an attempt to reduce the

RMSE in Model I, we added another independent vari-

able, the boundary orientation angle (q), and labeled the

resulting model Model II. We evaluated and compared

the two models and found out that Model II is associated

with a lower RMSE. We confirmed our hypothesis that if

the local signal difference is high enough, the local

segmentation SD stabilizes (i.e., further increase in local

signal difference would not result in a significant decrease

in local segmentation SD). We have estimated a threshold

of local signal difference, which, if exceeded, would result

in a stable (and predictable) local segmentation SD for

both Models I and II. These thresholds serve as a target
value that an US acquisition protocol should attain to

allow an accurate prediction of the local segmentation SD.

There are a number of ways to increase the signal

difference to these suggested levels, making the local

segmentation SD lower and more predictable in a 3D

US image. We have discussed the orientation of edges

on local segmentation SD. Continuous boundaries are

produced in a carotid US image if the boundaries are

normal to the direction of pulse transmission. Echoes

produced for boundaries parallel to the direction of pulse

transmission are discontinuous, although sometimes are

as distinct and associated with similar level of signal

difference as the boundary normal to the transmission

direction. Thus, the local segmentation SD for the
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boundaries parallel to the transmission direction is usually

higher, compared with boundaries that are normal to the

transmission direction with similar level of signal differ-

ence. A potential method to overcome this problem is to

obtain multiple US images of the artery of a single subject

from different directions. These images could then be

registered and compounded (Jespersen et al. 2000; Roh-

ling et al. 1998) to provide boundaries with better conti-

nuity and higher signal difference, which would assist in

achieving a better definition of the boundaries, reducing

the local segmentation SD and making it more predictable.

Advanced image processing techniques, such as the multi-

scale dyadic wavelet transform, can be used to reduce

speckle noise and enhance edges simultaneously (Zong

et al. 1998).

Our study is not without its limitations. First,

although we have attempted to normalize the intensity

of US images by acquiring these images under the super-

vision of a sonographer, the judgement of the sonographer

is subject to bias and variability. An objective and auto-

matic technique should be designed to normalize carotid

US images acquired for different subjects. Previous

attempts to normalize carotid US images were presented

in Elatrozy et al. (1998) and Tegos et al. (2000), in which

the ‘‘brightest part of the adventitia’’ and a blood region

that ‘‘appeared to be free of noise’’ were chosen as refer-

ence points, which were then respectively assigned a pre-

defined GSV. Scaling of the whole image was performed

based on the scaling factor between the original and the

predefined GSVs. These methods, although appearing to

be more quantitative than our normalization procedure,

are also subject to operator bias and variability.

Second, in establishing the relationship between

local signal difference and local segmentation SD, only

one expert observer segmented the images. Although

our study focuses on predicting the intraobserver segmen-

tation SD, the intraobserver segmentation SD depends on

the experience of the observer. The limitation of this study

was that we are able to predict the local segmentation SD

of only one observer. Thus, theoretically, a study on the

relationship between local signal difference and local

segmentation SD should be done before we are able to

predict the intraobserver segmentation SD associated

with each observer, but it will be time-consuming and

tedious. In our laboratory, observers are extensively

trained (Landry et al. 2004), and the segmentation they

produce is evaluated based on the SD of vessel wall

volume (i.e., volume within the wall and lumen bound-

aries). This resulting SD has to be below a standard value

before he/she is allowed to perform a study. Although it is

reasonable to assume that the local intraobserver segmen-

tation SDs are similar between observers who have gone

through this training regiment, future work should be

done to address this limitation more rigorously. A viable
approach would be to combine the use of a semiautomated

algorithm and the virtual operator method in segmenting

carotid arteries (Ladak et al. 2003). Semiautomated

segmentation algorithm requires an observer to choose

only a few points to initialize the algorithm. With the input

of a few observers, the virtual operator method can be

used to obtain the intraobserver variability of an average

operator. The resulting semiautomatically segmented

contours can then be analyzed using the method described

in this study to establish the relationship between the

local signal difference and local (intraobserver) segmenta-

tion SD.

Third, we used two image properties to predict local

segmentation SD, but other factors, such as texture

patterns or the existence of imaging artifact, may affect

segmentation SD. A number of imaging artifacts, such

as enhancement and shadowing, have been implicitly

accounted for by the signal difference along the edges.

In this study, we have also indirectly accounted for texture

patterns because texture patterns are related to the edge

orientation. As we have pointed out in the discussion of

Fig. 9, bright regions at q near 90� and –90� are usually

parallel to the boundaries, whereas those at q near

0� and 180� are usually perpendicular to the boundaries,

are more difficult to segment and are associated with

higher local segmentation SD. This angle q, at which the

ultrasound beam also propagates indirectly, takes into

account an imaging artifacts described in Rohling et al.

(1998): a boundary is more distinct when the interface is

perpendicular to the direction of US beam propagation,

whereas a boundary is less distinct when the interface is

parallel to the direction of beam propagation because

less ultrasound energy is reflected.

Although the goal of the paper was based on our

previously published vessel wall thickness measurement

technique, the methodology developed in this paper has

applications in studies that require a quantitative measure-

ment of segmentation variability. Although many studies

have reported the variability of plaque measurement in

terms of plaque volume, few have attempted to consider

local segmentation variability. In longitudinal studies of

carotid plaque change, it is important to understand the

relationship between plaque characteristics (e.g., thick-

ness, area, volume and morphology) and plaque mea-

surement variability. The local segmentation standard

deviation metric introduced in this paper would assist

the studies of these relationships, because a clearer under-

standing would enable plaque changes at different stages

of plaque development to be interpreted appropriately.
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